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The close similarity of silicon and germanium, isoelectronic group-IV elements, makes the integration of
Ge layers on Si substrates suitable for technology development, but the atomic and electronic structures
of Si1−x Gex surfaces are still an open issue, in particular, for the alloy systems where Si is deposited on
the Ge substrate. In this study, utilizing low-energy electron diffraction, scanning tunneling microscopy, and
photoelectron spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation, we demonstrate that the formation mechanisms of the
Si-on-Ge structures are controlled by two interface phenomena, namely Si indiffusion and Ge segregation on top
of this surface. Employing these phenomena and controlling the Si quantity, one can synthesize the well-defined
crystalline Ge-(2 × 1)/Si1−x Gex /Ge(100) stacks where the number of Si atoms at the host Ge lattice sites can
be tuned. Using the obtained data on the atomic and electronic structures of such systems, we also propose a
method for interface engineering of Ge/Si/Ge stacks with tailored properties as promising templates for growing
the device junctions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.195312

I. INTRODUCTION

Germanium and silicon are closely related isoelectronic
group-IV materials that are completely miscible over the
full range of Si1−x Gex compositions (i.e., for x from 0 to
1). However, the bulk lattice constants are clearly different:
5.66 Å for Ge and 5.43 Å for Si. It can be expected that
the aforementioned difference (4.2%) is a key factor behind
the formation mechanisms and physical properties of SiGe
materials for the Ge epitaxial growth on Si [1]. The lattice
mismatch at the interface between the Si1−x Gex layer and Si
can be accommodated either by compression of Si1−x Gex or
by the introduction of misfit dislocations at the interface.
Likewise, one could tentatively expect that when Si is
deposited on a Ge substrate, the most remarkable difference is
that the compressive strain in the deposited layer is replaced
by tensile strain, while the physical processes at the interface
have still remained qualitatively unchanged. However, contrary to this expectation, the Si-on-Ge interface represents a
significantly more complicated system. Lin et al. [2] have
found that the top layer of Ge(100) after the deposition of
several atomic layers of Si at 450 °C is still terminated by
Ge atoms, whereas the Si atoms move below the surface, and
that this tendency persists for growth at about room temperature (RT). The surface segregation of Ge can be tentatively
understood on the basis of ab initio total-energy calculations
indicating that the Ge(100) surface has a lower surface free
energy than the Si(100) surface [3]. Moreover, ab initio calculations in Ref. [4] have shown that the Ge dimers on top
of the Si/Ge(100) interface are energetically favorable (by
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0.38 eV per dimer) over the Si dimers on the nonsegregated
Si-capped surface. In contrast, using atomic force microscopy,
cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy, and x-ray
diffraction, Tu et al. [5] have reported three-dimensional Si
quantum dots on the Ge(100) at the initial stage of growth,
i.e., for 4–20 monolayers (MLs). Furthermore, the complexity
of Si/Ge(100) can be evidenced by the results of Leys et al.
[6]. Using low-energy secondary ion mass spectrometry, they
have shown that for thin Si films on Ge(100), the Ge segregation is controlled by the sample temperature and deposition
method; in particular, such a process occurs efficiently for
the Si growth from SiH4 at 500 °C, whereas the amount of
segregated Ge significantly decreases for the Si growth using
Si3 H8 at 350 °C. All in all, even though the tendency of Ge
segregation in such systems has been reliably established in
earlier studies, several issues have not yet been solved. For
example, the structure of the subsurface region resulting from
the Si indiffusion is unknown yet. Also, it is still unclear
how thick the mixed Si-Ge interfaces are (we denote such an
interface as the whole part of Si-adsorbed Ge substrate which
is different from the bulk). Moreover, the electronic structure
of Si/Ge interfaces is unclear; for instance, it is unknown
whether or not very strong Fermi level pinning on the clean
n-type Ge(100) [7] is alleviated by the Si deposition. These
issues are important not only from the fundamental point of
view but also for the SiGe-based technology.
One application example is the insulator-Ge junctions. It
is well known that Ge has a weakness as a channel material
in metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors, and the
most essential reason is a lack of high-quality passivation of
Ge surfaces [8]. Because of their poor electrical properties
and solubility, Ge oxides should be removed from Ge substrates prior to metal-oxide high-k film deposition. In practice,
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however, reoxidation of Ge during the fabrication of highk/Ge gate stacks is difficult to avoid. This problem can be
solved by interposing a passivating layer between the high-k
film and the Ge surface, which can lead to an improvement in the electrical properties of the stack [9]. One of the
most promising materials for the interface passivation layer
is silicon. Therefore, the atomic-level understanding of basic
properties of Si/Ge interfaces at initial stages of its synthesis
is very relevant to the technology as well. Moreover, the other
intriguing example is a very recent application of Ge/SiGe
heterostructure in a four-qubit germanium quantum processor
using a Ge quantum well in between two Si0.2 Ge0.8 layers at a
depth of 55 nm from the dielectric/semiconductor interface
[10]. Obviously, the physical realization of such complex
systems requires detailed knowledge of Si-Ge interaction not
only at surfaces but also in buried layers of various heterojunctions.
In this work, we combine low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and angle-resolved corelevel (CL) and valence-band (VB) photoemission using the
synchrotron radiation to investigate the atomic structure and
electronic properties of Si/Ge(100) interfaces as function of
growth temperature and quantity of deposited Si atoms. We
demonstrate differences in structural arrangement and bonding environment for interfaces involving 1 and 4 MLs of Si
atoms. In contrast, the valence-edge electronic properties of
these interfaces are to a large extent controlled by the Ge bulk
properties and only weakly affected by the deposited Si atoms.
Finally, on the basis of obtained fundamental knowledge,
we propose a different approach for interface engineering of
advanced crystalline Si/Ge(100) structures that can be considered a promising candidate for a template for growing
improved high-k/Ge junctions.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in situ in two separate
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) systems. The STM measurements
were performed in the UHV system with the base pressure
below 1 × 10−10 mbar, which was equipped with the Omicron
STM operating at RT, LEED, XPS, and Ar + ion bombardment
facilities. The STM images were taken with W tips in the
constant-current mode at RT. The WSXM package [11] was
partly utilized for processing the STM data.
The photoemission measurements were carried out at
MAX-lab (beamline I4) in Lund, Sweden. The CL and VB
spectra were acquired at RT by the SPECS Phoibos 100 analyzer with acceptance angles of ±1 ° and ±9 °, respectively.
The energy step used for the acquisition of these spectra was
10 meV, and the instrumental resolution was better than 100
meV. The photon energy (hν) and emission angle (θe ) were
variable for optimizing the probing depth. The binding energy
was determined by using a reference Ta sample in a good contact with the Ge samples. The CL spectra were quantitatively
analyzed by a standard fitting procedure described elsewhere
(e.g., Ref. [12]). The top of the VB in the valence spectra was
determined by extrapolating linear segments of curves to the
zero emission level as an offset on the energy axis.

The clean Ge(100) surfaces (n-type, Sb doped, ∼1 ×
1018 –1 × 1019 cm–3 ) were prepared by several cycles of Ar +
ion bombardment at 400 °C and subsequent annealing at
630 °C until sharp (2 × 1) patterns were observed by LEED.
In addition, the cleanness of pristine surfaces was verified by
STM and Ge 3d CL spectroscopy. The Si deposition was performed from a tungsten-filament evaporator heated by direct
current. The evaporator was carefully outgassed prior to the Si
deposition. Its rate was calibrated by observing the attenuation
of Ge 3d photoemission signal from the test Ge samples covered progressively by Si layers at RT as well as by estimating
the ratio of covered and bare surface areas in STM images
of Si(111)(7 × 7) with submonolayer quantities of Si atoms
adsorbed at RT. One monolayer of Si atoms on Ge(100) was
referred to as the atomic density on the clean substrate surface
(i.e., 6.24 × 1014 cm–2 ). During the Si deposition the sample
was kept at RT. The annealing time after the deposition was
30 min. The sample temperature was measured by infrared
pyrometers.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Structural properties

As the structural properties of Si/Ge(100) systems are significantly affected by the amount of deposited atoms, we will
denote the systems with the nominal Si coverages of 1 and
4 ML the Si1ML /Ge and Si4ML /Ge, respectively.
1. Si1ML /Ge

At RT ∼1 ML of Si atoms deposited on the clean Ge(100)
surface has almost completely removed the native (2 × 1)
reconstruction, leading to the amorphization of the upper Gedimer layer of substrate. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show LEED
patterns from the pristine Ge(100)(2 × 1) and Si-covered
Ge(100) (Si1ML /Ge hereafter), respectively. As seen, the intensity of (2 × 1) LEED spots, which are the fingerprint
of native dimer-row reconstruction on the clean substrate, is
significantly decreased upon the Si deposition. In contrast,
the (1 × 1) spots have still persisted, and their intensity is
nearly as bright as before the deposition, indicating that the
crystallinity of Ge below the topmost layer has remained
intact. This means that Si indiffusion is unlikely at RT.
The above LEED observations are supported well by STM
results. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present atomic-resolution filledstate STM images for the clean substrate and Si1ML /Ge,
respectively. At the chosen bias voltage (VS = −1.3 V),
the Ge dimers on the clean substrate usually appear in
the form of bean-shaped protrusions that are an average
of two possible tilting-dimer configurations [i.e., Geup −
Gedown and Gedown − Geup , where Geup and Gedown are
dimer-up and dimer-down atoms, respectively], for which a
rapid switchover occurs at RT (so-called flip-flop motion)
[13–15]. Locally, each configuration can be frozen by defects,
etc., leading to static buckled dimers appearing in roomtemperature STM as single protrusions associated with the
occupied dangling-bond states caused by the Geup atoms. It
is seen in Fig. 2(a) that the STM protrusions originating from
the static buckled dimers produce a local c(4 × 2) periodicity
where the zigzag rows are arranged in an antiferromagnetic
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FIG. 1. LEED patterns for (a) the clean Ge(100), Si1ML /Ge at
(b) RT and (c) 500 °C, and (d) Si4ML /Ge. The electron energy is (a)
138 eV, (b),(c) 128 eV, and (d) 108 eV.

manner [16,17]. The local character of this periodicity does
not allow one to observe the respective fourfold spots in LEED
at RT [Fig. 1(a)].
The STM image of Si1ML /Ge in Fig. 2(b) clearly shows
that the dimer row structure of Ge substrate is broken by Si
deposition. There are two distinct phases on this surface; one
is an amorphous structure comprised of islands appearing as
brighter areas in the STM image. The top of such islands
does not show any regular arrangement. The area in between
such islands exhibits the other phase that appears as darker
cavities and is built up of buckled dimer rows similar to those
of the clean substrate. Interestingly, for most of dimers on the
Si1ML /Ge, the flip-flop motion is blocked in the presence of
islands at RT. This blocking can be rationalized in terms of
the fact that the dimer flip-flop motion is caused by a diffusing antiphase boundary, i.e., two neighboring dimers that
are aligned in the same direction (the so-called phason) along
the dimer rows [15]. Most likely, the presence of islands in
Fig. 2(b) leads to the absence of such phasons and, therefore,
the blocking of the dimer flip-flop motion on the bare Ge(100).
The origin of two phases in Fig. 2(b) can be elucidated
from the roughness analysis performed on the basis of STM
topography data. In height distribution shown in Fig. 2(c), the
solid circles represent the number of events (points) in the
STM image of Fig. 2(b), where the tip height ranges within
z ± z. It is seen that the distribution curve has two maxima.
Such a line shape is in accordance with the presence of two
phases on the Si1ML /Ge surface. The curve can be reasonably
fitted by two Gaussian peaks indicated by blue and green
lines. The resultant fitting curve is depicted by a red line.
One can assume that each Gaussian peak is ascribed to the
height distribution of the corresponding surface phase found
in Fig. 2(b). Namely, the blue curve is related to the upper

height-level phase which is composed of islands, while the
green curve is related to the lower height-level phase which is
the uncovered Ge surface. The distance between the centers
of two peaks, i.e., the difference in height of the phases, is
1.30 Å, which closely resembles the single atomic step height
for Si and Ge (1.36 and 1.40 Å, respectively). At RT the
mobility of Si atoms does not seem to be enough to form
an ordered structure on top of the Ge substrate, and the Si
indiffusion does not occur either. On the other hand, the Ge
segregation is limited at RT, as the activation energy for such
a process is 1.4 eV [18]. On this basis, we assume that the
islands in Fig. 2(b) are formed mostly by Si atoms.
Drastic changes occur after annealing the Si1ML /Ge at
500 °C. First of all, the (2 × 1) LEED pattern is restored, as
clearly seen in Fig. 1(c). As the annealing temperature is far
below the temperatures at which Si atoms can desorb from the
surface, the recovery of long-range order and initial periodicity on the surface means that either Si atoms substitute the Ge
atoms forming the dimers in the topmost layer of substrate
or Si atoms diffuse to the bulk. Obviously, in the latter case
the Si indiffusion results in the surface becoming terminated
by Ge atoms, or in other words, it means Ge segregation,
and the top-layer Ge atoms tend to form surface dimers for
eliminating the dangling bonds, similar to the dimers on clean
Ge(100) surface. Clearly, both mechanisms do not contradict
STM results and are able to account for the recovery of the
(2 × 1) structure. Figure 2(d) illustrates an empty-state STM
image taken at VS = 1.4 V. At such bias voltage the observed
STM features are typical for both Ge(100) and Si(100). The
rows of elongated protrusions correspond to the (2 × 1)
structure and those of large protrusions to the local c(4 ×
2) structure with frozen buckled dimers [16,17]. (Note that
a local character of the latter structures is the reason why the
respective periodicities are not observed in LEED, as already
remarked on earlier.) Thus, the annealing at 500 °C enhances
the mobility of Si atoms that can incorporate at or below the
Ge surface.
Yet, the LEED and STM results in Figs. 1 and 2 cannot answer the question of whether the top-layer dimers of annealed
Si1ML /Ge are composed of Si or Ge atoms (or even both,
i.e., the dimers could be mixed Si-Ge ones). To gain more
information about the atomic structure of annealed Si1ML /Ge,
the synchrotron-radiation CL spectroscopy has been utilized
in this study. It is well known that even though the CL
electrons are highly localized in an atom and cannot take
part in bonding directly, their binding energy is sensitive
to any changes in surrounding of the atom and associated
redistributions of its valence charge [19]. Thus, the aim of
this technique is the identification of surface (or interface)
related core-level shifts (CLSs), which are caused by rehybridization of surface/interface atoms as compared to the bulk.
The CLS measurements can bring the information about the
bonding sites and charge states of both Ge and Si atoms at the
Si/Ge(100) structures. Moreover, the benefit of synchrotron
radiation is that the photon energy can be tuned precisely for
the variation of probing depth and optimizing the surface and
bulk sensitivity of spectra.
Figure 3 (bottom panel) presents a Ge 3d spectrum of
the clean Ge(100). The line shape of such spectra is well
understood (Ref. [12] and references therein) and can serve a
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FIG. 2. (a) STM image of the clean Ge(100) surface. The bias voltage (V) is −1.3 V. The tunneling current (It ) is 0.10 nA. The scanning
area is 12.1 × 12.1 nm. (b) STM image of Si1ML /Ge at RT. V = −1.3 V and It = 0.10 nA. The scanning area is 20 × 20 nm. (c) Height
distribution plotted for the STM image in (b). Solid curves indicate the fitting results (see the text for details). (d) STM image of Si1ML /Ge
after the annealing at 500 °C. V = 1.4 V and It = 0.08 nA. The scanning area is 20.2 × 20.2 nm. The c(4 × 2) unit cell is outlined in (a), (b),
and (d).

reference for the quantitative analysis. The spectrum is taken
at hν = 90 eV (the kinetic energy of photoelectrons around
57 eV) and θe = 60◦ for the enhancement of surface sensitivity. The raw data (shown by gray symbols) are given after
background subtraction by the Shirley method and normalization to the maximum. The spectral analysis is performed by
a standard least-squares fitting procedure using a linear combination of spin-orbit Voigt functions. The Lorentzian width
(0.150 eV), spin-orbit splitting (0.594 eV), and branching
ratio (0.667 ± 10%) were constrained for all components.
The variable parameters were CLS, relative intensities, and
Gaussian widths (GWs) of components (Table I). The Ge
3d line shape of a clean substrate is a convolution of five
spin-orbit components shown by filled doublets in Fig. 3. The
energy scale on the horizontal axis is aligned to the binding
energy of bulk component (labeled B) of which the relative
binding energy is set to 0 eV. Two surface components shifted
by −0.52 eV (u ) and −0.11 eV (d ) relative to B have the
equal intensities and originate from the top-layer atoms form-

ing buckled dimers, namely the dimer-up and dimer-down
atoms, respectively. The third surface component,   , which is
shifted by −0.20 eV relative to B, arises from the second-layer
atoms. Finally, a small component L at 0.51 eV relative to B
is required to reproduce adequately the higher binding-energy
tail of the spectrum. This component is not related to the
regular dimer-row reconstruction on the Ge(100) and assumed
to originate from surface defects [12]. The total intensity of
surface-shifted components (i.e., u , d ,   , and L ) is 0.71
and that of B is 0.29. The Gaussian width of all components,
except for L , is 0.30–0.34 eV. The GW of L is 0.40 eV, which
infers somewhat higher inhomogeneity of Ge sites related to
respective defects. The fitting scheme and results described
above are fully consistent with earlier studies (Ref. [12] and
references therein).
The middle panel of Fig. 3 shows a Ge 3d spectrum of
Si1ML /Ge at RT. Even though the changes in the Ge 3d line
shape after the Si deposition are hardly apparent at first glance,
this spectrum cannot be decomposed by applying the fitting
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FIG. 3. Ge 3d spectra and their deconvolution results for the
clean Ge and Si1ML /Ge. The photon energy is 90 eV. The emisson
angle is 60 °.

scheme for the clean surface. The curve can be reasonably
reproduced with a smaller number of components, namely the
bulk and two surface components, 11 at −0.21 and 12 at
−0.60 eV (Table I). As evidenced from the STM data (Fig. 2),
this surface involves two phases, which are the Si islands
and uncovered Ge areas. This suggests that the number of

bonding sites for Ge atoms is actually more than 2. Hence,
we assume that some surface- or/and interface-shifted Ge 3d
components are hidden because of similarities or proximity
of core-level binding energies of Ge atoms at respective sites.
Indeed, the GWs of 11 and 12 are slightly increased (0.35
and 0.37 eV, respectively) as compared to those of surface
components on the clean substrate. This indicates that there
might be nonequivalent Ge sites with very similar, albeit not
identical, binding energies. Note that the u and d components related to the Ge dimers of clean substrate are removed
or at least significantly reduced on the Si1ML /Ge at RT. This
is in accordance with LEED and STM results in Figs. 1 and 2
showing a gradual disappearing of (2 × 1) structure. Likewise,
the L is missing, assuming the removal of defect sites characteristic of dimer-row reconstruction on the clean substrate. It
is worth noting that due to the difference in electronegativity
of Ge (2.0) and Si (1.9), a charge transfer in Ge-Si bonding is
expected to occur from Si to Ge. Hence, within the initial-state
picture, the CLS of Ge atoms surrounded by Si atom(s) can
be expected at a lower binding energy with respect to the
CLS of Ge atoms surrounded by Ge atoms. On this basis, one
can assume the origins of 11 and 12 in Fig. 3. The latter
can be interpreted as being due to Ge sites that are efficiently
surrounded by Si atoms. Obviously, such sites can be expected
for Ge atoms located just below the Si islands. As for the
former component, it can be contributed by second-layer Ge
atoms and first-layer Ge atoms which are located in between
the Si islands.
As seen in Table I, the intensity ratio of 12 and 11
is 1:2.1. Neglecting the diffraction effects and taking into
account the above considered origins of 12 and 11 and
the intensities of u , d , and   for the clean surface, one
can roughly estimate the fraction of Ge surface covered by
Si islands. It amounts to ∼0.5–0.6 ML. This is in good
agreement with STM results. The total quantity of Ge atoms
involved in the reconstructed interface region of the substrate
can be estimated from the intensity ratios of surface and bulk
components. For the Si1ML /Ge grown at RT, this ratio is
1.63:1 (0.62:0.38). For the clean substrate, this value is 2.45:1
(0.71:0.29). Comparing these ratios, it can be concluded that
the quantity of Ge atoms involved in the reconstructed region
of Si1ML /Ge is smaller than for the clean substrate. This

TABLE I. Fitting results for Ge 3d and Si 2p spectra of clean Ge(100) and Si1ML /Ge formed at RT and 500 °C. The spectra are taken at
hν = 90 and 138 eV and θe = 60◦ and 0 °, respectively. The individual components are shown in parentheses. The CLS are given in eV. The
relative intensities of components are presented in brackets. The GWs are between 0.30 and 0.38 eV for most of the components, except for
the L  , S11 , and S12 of which GWs are larger than 0.38 eV. See the text for more details.
Ge(100)

Si1ML /Ge @ RT

Si1ML /Ge @ 500 °C

(B) 0 [0.38]
(11 ) −0.21 [0.42]
(12 ) −0.60 [0.20]

(B) 0 [0.33]
(u ) −0.51 [0.23]
(  ) −0.21 [0.16]
(d ) −0.08 [0.23]
(L’) 0.49 [0.04]

(S11 ) 0 [0.80]
(S12 ) −0.58 [0.20]

(S13 ) 0.31 [1]

Ge 3d
(Component)
CLS [intensity]

(B) 0 [0.29]
(u ) −0.52 [0.23]
(  ) −0.20 [0.21]
(d ) −0.11 [0.23]
(L’) 0.51 [0.04]
Si 2p

(Component)
CLS [intensity]
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FIG. 4. Si 2p spectra and their deconvolution results for the
Si1ML /Ge. The photon energy is 138 eV. The emisson angle is 0 °.

implies that the Ge subsurface layers are practically intact and
no Si indiffusion occurs after the Si growth at RT.
The Si structure can be deduced from the analysis of Si
2p spectra. Two spin-orbit components labeled S11 and S12
are found in the Si 2p spectrum from the Si1ML /Ge at RT,
shown at the bottom of Fig. 4. This spectrum is acquired
at hν = 138 eV (the kinetic energy of photoelectrons around
34 eV) and θe = 0◦ . The binding-energy splitting of S11 and
S12 is found to be 0.58 eV. Within the initial-state model,
the higher binding-energy component S11 (its relative binding
energy is set to 0 eV) can be assigned to Si atoms that are
more surrounded by Ge atoms and the lower binding-energy
component S12 to Si atoms that are less surrounded by Ge
atoms. In a simplified picture, the former can be assigned to
the adsorbed Si atoms that are bonded to the Ge substrate,
whereas the latter can stem from the Si atoms that are located
on top of Si islands and not bonded to the Ge substrate. As
shown in Table I, the intensity ratio of S11 and S12 is 4:1. Also,
it is important that both Si 2p components are broadened as
compared to the Ge 3d components. In particular, the GW
of S11 is 0.52 eV and that of S12 is 0.40 eV. Again, this means
increased inhomogeneity of the Si layer on this surface, which
is fully consistent with the absence of long-range order for Si
islands found in the STM image [Fig. 2(b)].

The top panel of Fig. 3 shows a Ge 3d spectrum from the
Si1ML /Ge after annealing at 500 °C. Their fitting results are
very similar to those of clean substrate (Table I). In particular,
the spectrum includes four surface-shifted components, u ,
d ,   , and L , with their relative intensity ratios similar to
those of clean substrate. The recovery of Ge 3d line shape
characteristic of the clean Ge clearly indicates that the annealed Si1ML /Ge surface is terminated solely by Ge atoms
forming tilting Ge-Ge dimers, while the Si atoms leave the
surface and indiffuse beneath, in full agreement with LEED
and STM. It is important that the GW of B, u , d ,   , and L
on the Si1ML /Ge is slightly larger (0.33–0.41 eV) than those
of clean substrate. Such a broadening is natural in the case of
Si indiffusion, leading to additional strain in the Ge lattice and
a slightly higher degree of disorder in the segregated topmost
Ge layer.
The above conclusions concerning the annealed Si1ML /Ge
can be supported also by the analysis of the Si 2p spectrum in
Fig. 4 (top panel). It is clearly seen that the Si 2p line shape
is very sensitive to the annealing. For the annealed surface,
the fitting analysis reveals only a single spin-orbit doublet
(labeled S13 ). It is important that the binding energy of S13 is
shifted by 0.31 eV toward the higher binding energy relative
to the S11 component for the unheated Si1ML /Ge at the bottom
of Fig. 4. Also, the S13 (GW is 0.38 eV) is narrower than both
S11 and S12 in Fig. 4. All this means that after the heating,
there is only one type of bonding site for the Si atoms and it is
completely different from the Si bonding sites on the unheated
surface. Taking into account the above mentioned shift of S13
in Fig. 4, one can conclude that the respective Si atoms are
more strongly surrounded by Ge ones than the Si atoms which
are the origins of S11 and S12 . Obviously, such a change can be
a result of Si indiffusion. Moreover, the fact that all Si sites are
equivalent and the narrowing of S13 as compared to S11 and S12
suggest the high homogeneity and good crystallinity of buried
Si layer. Most likely, the existence of a well-ordered buried Si
layer is the prerequisite for the recovery of (2 × 1) reconstruction on the Ge-segregated Si1ML /Ge(100) surface. Thus, our
results show that the annealed Si1ML /Ge(100) represents an
example of highly crystalline stack: a well-defined Ge-(2 × 1)
/Si1ML /Ge(100) junction with the homogeneous buried Si
layer and pure-Ge (2 × 1) reconstruction on top of the sample.
Moreover, the crystallinity of the top of this structure, i.e., the
well-defined Ge-dimer-row (2 × 1) reconstruction, suggests
that the indiffused Si atoms occupy Ge-lattice sites rather than
interstitial sites in the Ge host. This infers that the subsurface
region is a highly epitaxial Si1−x Gex layer with a single Si
site.
2. Si4ML /Ge

Figure 5 presents an STM image for the Ge(100) surface
after the deposition of 4-ML Si at RT, followed by annealing
at 500 °C (Si4ML /Ge hereafter). A LEED pattern from this
surface is shown in Fig. 1(d). It reveals the (2 × 1) spots
along with the increased intensity of background. As seen
in the STM image, the Si4ML /Ge structure appears as a patterned surface with limited dimer rows running along one of
two mutually orthogonal directions. Clearly, the difference in
morphology of this surface and annealed Si1ML /Ge is related
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FIG. 5. An STM image of Si4ML /Ge. The bias voltage is −1.4 V.
The tunneling current is 0.42 nA. The scanning area is 40.1 ×
37.5 nm. The c(4 × 2) unit cell is outlined.

to different numbers of Si atoms incorporated in the Ge substrate; the increased strain in the Ge lattice is expected in the
case of Si4ML /Ge. Thus it is believed that the driving force
for the surface patterning is the alloying-induced strain relief.
Moreover, it cannot be excluded at this stage that some Si
atoms can substitute Ge dimer atoms, leading to the modification of surface structure.

More information about the atomic arrangement of
Si4ML /Ge can be gained from CL photoemission. Figure 6
shows Ge 3d and Si 2p spectra from the Si4ML /Ge at two
emission angles, θe = 0◦ and 60 °. The fitting results are presented in Table II. The Ge 3d spectrum reveals, in addition to
the bulk emission, three interface-related components shifted
to the lower binding energy [41 (−0.15 eV), 42 (−0.42 eV),
and 43 (−0.65 eV)] and one component shifted to the higher
binding energy [44 (0.21 eV)]. In Table II the intensity
of such components is provided in brackets for the normal
emission angle and braces for the grazing emission angle. It is
seen that the 41 and 43 are surface sensitive and have equal
intensity at both emission angles. Moreover, their bindingenergy splitting and CLS relative to B resemble those of d
and u components originating from the dimer atoms on the
clean surface. On this basis, we assign the 41 and 43 to
dimer-down and dimer-up Ge atoms on the Si4ML /Ge surface.
Note that such atoms have slightly larger shifts towards the
lower binding energy as compared to the dimer atoms on the
clean surface. This can be due to the additional electron charge
donated by Si atoms located below the top Ge layer. Also, the
energy splitting of 41 and 43 is slightly higher (0.50 eV)
than that of the clean surface (0.41 eV) (see Table I). Such
an increase can indicate a larger charge transfer occurring
from the dimer-down to dimer-up atom on the the Si4ML /Ge
as compared to the clean surface. Thus, in agreement with
STM and LEED, the Si4ML /Ge surface is terminated by GeGe dimers, and the atoms of such dimers have a slightly
modified charge state with respect to the dimers on the clean
surface.

FIG. 6. Ge 3d and Si 2p spectra and their decomposition results for the Si4ML /Ge. The measurements are made at photon energies of 90
and 138 eV, respectively, and two emission angles (0 ° and 60 °).
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TABLE II. Fitting results for Ge 3d and Si 2p spectra of Si4ML /Ge annealed at 500 °C. The spectra are taken at two emission angles (0 °
and 60 °) and photon energy of 90 eV (Ge 3d) and 138 eV (Si 2p). The individual components are shown in parentheses. The CLS are given in
eV. The relative intensities of components are presented in brackets at θe = 0◦ and braces at θe = 60◦ . The GWs vary between 0.29 and 0.40 eV.
See the text for more details.

(Component) CLS
[Intensity at θe = 0◦ ]
{Intensity at θe = 60◦ }

Ge 3d

Si 2p

(B) 0 [0.31] {0.23}
(41 ) −0.15 [0.17] {0.24}
(42 ) −0.42 [0.13] {0.16}
(43 ) −0.65 [0.17] {0.24}
(44 ) 0.21 [0.22] {0.13}

(S41 ) 0 [0.25] {0.28}
(S42 ) −0.11 [0.14] {0.28}
(S43 ) −0.28 [0.47] {0.33}
(S44 ) −0.49 [0.14] {0.11}

Among the other interface-shifted components, the 42
is essentially less surface sensitive than 41 and 43 , and
the 44 has the bulk sensitivity. An appearing of such components is not surprising, since one or more additional Ge
sites can be expected as a result of Si indiffusion into the
Ge crystal below the top Ge layer and formation of Si-Ge
bonds. Thus, the annealed Si4ML /Ge can be considered as the
Ge-(2 × 1)/Si1−x Gex /Ge(100) stack structure where the buried
Si-containing layer is an Si1−x Gex alloy.
The above conclusion is well supported by the Si 2p spectra presented in Fig. 6. They reveal four components, S41 ,
S42 , S43 , and S44 . If the highest binding energy component
S41 is set to the 0-eV binding energy (the respective Si site
is surrounded strongly by Ge atoms), the S42 , S43 , and S44 are
shifted towards the lower binding energy side by 0.11, 0.28,
and 0.49 eV (Table II). Within the initial-state model, their
atomic origins are Si species having fewer Ge neighbors than
the Si atoms contributing to the S41 . Taking into account the
intensities of these components at the two emission angles, the
most surface sensitive one is S42 and the most bulk sensitive
one is S43 , while the remaining two are in between. All this
infers that the buried Si1−x Gex alloy layer includes several Si
sites and they are distributed along the 100 direction in a
complicated way.
The existence of extra Ge 3d components (42 and 44 ),
in addition to dimer-associated ones (41 and 43 ) as well as
several Si 2p components (S41 , S42 , S43 , and S44 ) can be also
connected with the surface patterning observed in the STM
image of Fig. 5. In fact, such patterning is seen to produce
a number of grain boundaries between the (2 × 1) patterns,
and such boundaries are expected to spread out beneath the
surface. A good candidate for the assignment to the grain
boundaries is, for example, the Ge 3d component 44 . First
of all, it is shifted toward the higher binding energy relative
to B, similar to the case of the defect-related component L on
the clean surface. Second, the 44 is bulk sensitive, which is
consistent with spreading out the boundaries to the subsurface
region. Thus, high-resolution core-level photoemission can
allow one to get and resolve a signal from grain boundaries,
which is challenging for most techniques without spatial resolution. Moreover, the present study can demonstrate how the
existence of grain boundaries is able to broaden the core-level
line shape.
Finally, the Si1ML /Ge and Si4ML /Ge structures are similar
in that they are both terminated by Ge-Ge dimers but different
in that the former includes the homogeneous Si layer with
a single bonding site and the latter has the Si1−x Gex alloy

region with several bonding sites for the Si atoms. The two
structures can offer a good platform for a search of templates
for enhanced Ge oxidation and improved high-k/germanium
junctions.
B. Electronic properties

It is known that the n-type Ge(100) surface features very
strong Fermi level pinning in the band gap at ∼0.08 eV above
the VBM [20]. For this reason, it is important to elucidate how
the Fermi level position can be influenced by Si/Ge interface
structures on top of the n-Ge(100). Figure 7 presents VB
spectra measured for the clean Ge, Si1ML /Ge, and Si4ML /Ge at
hν = 17 eV. The normal emission angle with the acceptance
cone of ±9 ° for the photoelectrons was used, i.e., these spectra bring the information about the electronic structure around
the  symmetry point of the Brillouin zone. For the clean substrate, at least five features can be identified in the spectrum at
0.44 (S ∗ ), 0.81 (S1 ), 1.78 (S2 ), 2.87 (S3 ), and 3.64 eV (S4 )

FIG. 7. Valence spectra for the clean Ge, Si1ML /Ge, and
Si4ML /Ge. The photon energy is 17 eV. The measurements are made
around the  symmetry point of the Brillouin zone.
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TABLE III. The position of Fermi level above the valence band
top (EF –EVBM ) for the n-type Ge(100) and Si/Ge structures.

stabilizing the Fermi level on the surface, the smoothening of
this step on the Si4ML /Ge is believed to alleviate Fermi level
pinning.

EF –EVBM (eV)
Ge(100)
Si1ML /Ge @ RT
Si1ML /Ge @ 500 °C
Si4ML /Ge

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.12

C. Interface engineering of advanced Si-Ge structure:
Ge-(2 × 1)/Si10×1ML /Ge(100)

below the Fermi level. This observation is quite consistent
with earlier studies [21–24]. The interpretation of these features is not straightforward and is complicated by the fact that
they can be contributed by both surface resonances and bulk
transitions. Among the above features, the sharp S1 peak can
be ascribed to the dangling-bond band of the down atoms of
Ge dimers. Indeed, this peak is prominent for the clean surface
as well as Ge-segregated Si1ML /Ge and Si4ML /Ge after the
annealing, and depressed for the Si1ML /Ge structure at RT,
where the dimer-row reconstruction is significantly removed.
The S ∗ shoulder is prominent for the clean surface and more
or less reduced for the Si-deposited surfaces, especially it is
almost vanishing for the Si4ML /Ge. Tentatively, this feature
can be contributed by surface states related to the Ge backbonds on the clean surface. In contrast, the S2 -S4 features
are practically insensitive to the Si deposition and subsequent
annealing. Therefore, they can be strongly contributed by bulk
transitions.
The significant influence of bulk on the surface electronic
structure of n-type Ge(100) is not surprising. It is shown
that the state, which is responsible for the strong Fermi level
pinning just above the VBM on this surface, has a bulk origin
as well [24]. It has been assumed that it is an evanescent
state and cannot be removed even by various films grown
on Ge [20]. Nevertheless, Fermi level pinning can be completely eliminated by growing epitaxial insulating films on
Ge(100), which are matched to the Ge lattice with atomic
precision. The position of Fermi level in the band gap can
be determined from the VB spectra by extrapolating their
linear segments near the VB edge to the zero emission level.
The obtained offsets on the binding-energy axis provide the
energy difference of Fermi level and VBM. The positions of
Fermi level determined from the spectra in Fig. 7 are listed in
Table III. It is seen that the formation of Si1ML /Ge structures
does not affect Fermi level pinning on the Ge(100) surface.
As the dimer-row reconstruction is destroyed in the Si1ML /Ge
structure formed at RT, the stability of Fermi level pinning
against the Si deposition gives a strong support for the bulk
origin of state responsible for this phenomenon.
For the Si4ML /Ge structure, slight alleviation of Fermi level
pinning is found. On the other hand, it is worth noting that a
band-gap increase can be expected because of the Si1−x Gex
alloying. It is found at 0.12 eV above the VBM, as shown in
Table III. Most likely, the reason for such alleviation is the existence of Si1−x Gex interface region on the Si4ML /Ge, which
is thicker than that of the Si1ML /Ge. Such a region on the
Si4ML /Ge is able to slightly smoothen an abrupt potential step
near the Ge interface. While the abrupt potential step on the
clean and Si1ML /Ge surfaces is considered to result in states

The preceding results (Sec. III A) demonstrate the potential
of Si-Ge interface structures for the fabrication of high-k/Ge
junctions with improved properties. First of all, the incorporation of the Si layer into the Ge substrate allows one to
control Ge oxidation [8,9]. Moreover, the amount of deposited
Si can affect Fermi level pinning, leading to the junctions
with tailored electronic properties. However, the increase in
the number of bonding sites for Si and Ge atoms (including
defect sites) in the Si1−x Gex alloy interfaces with the deposited Si amount can apply a limit for using such systems
as templates for high-k/Ge junctions. In fact, the increased
number of structural defects is usually associated with the
additional electronic states in the band gap (i.e., defect-type
gap states), which hinders the device performance. In this
context, the Ge/Si1ML /Ge(100) appears to be an ideal model
template, because such interface possesses a high degree of
abruptness, crystallinity, and homogeneous Si sites. On the
other hand, the Si amount at this interface might not be enough
for efficient Ge passivation by capping oxide layer. Hence, the
increase of Si amount without breaking the useful properties
of Ge/Si1ML /Ge(100) is required for the synthesis of improved
template.
In this study, we propose an interface-engineering method
for the synthesis of an improved Si-Ge template. Based on
the results in Sec. III A, one can construct an advanced
Ge/ Si1−x Gex /Ge(100) structure which has a high degree of
crystallinity and large Si quantity simultaneously. Since the
indiffusion of Si monolayer, deposited on the Ge(100)(2 × 1)
at RT annealed afterwards, leads to a homogeneous Si layer
beneath and segregated Ge-dimer (2 × 1) top layer, a key idea
of this method is the Si deposition by limited portions (one
dose is 1 ML) at RT, which are followed by annealing. Here
we demonstrate a significant improvement in smoothness,
homogeneity, and crystallinity of Si/Ge interface structure,
when it is produced by series of 1-ML Si depositions with
subsequent anneals as compared to the Si/Ge structure where
the whole amount of Si is directly deposited at once, followed
by the heating. In other words, we have compared two cases:
(i) 10 MLs of Si atoms are directly deposited on the clean
Ge(100) and the sample is annealed at 600 °C afterwards,
and (ii) the same amount of Si atoms is deposited by several
portions (1 ML each, ten portions total), with the annealing at
600 °C being performed after depositing each portion.
Figure 8(a) shows an STM image of Si/Ge structure after
the deposition of 10 MLs of Si atoms on the Si(100) and
subsequent annealing at 600 °C. It is seen that the surface
is rough and includes random clusters of arbitrary shape
and size. No diffraction spots are found for this surface
in LEED. The surface morphology can be characterized
by height distribution illustrated in Fig. 8(b). The roughness curve has an asymmetric line shape and can be fitted
by two Gaussian peaks with GWs of 2.67 and 5.60 nm.
This implies that the surface is comprised of two phases,
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FIG. 8. (a) An STM image of Si/Ge structure formed by deposition of 10-ML Si at RT and subsequent annealing at 600 °C. The
bias voltage is 2.0 V. The tunneling current is 0.5 nA. The scanning
area is 400 × 400 nm. (b) Height distribution plotted for the image
in (a). The fitting results are shown by solid curves. (c) An STM
image of Si/Ge structure formed by Si deposition by portions of 1
ML each at RT and annealings at 600 °C after each deposition. The
bias voltage and tunneling current are the same as for the image in
(a). The scanning area is 300 × 300 nm. (d) Height distribution for
the image in (c). The fitting results are presented by solid curve.

one of which is assumed to be an Si1−x Gex alloy with a
lower roughness and the other pure Si islands with a higher
roughness.
Figure 8(c) presents an STM image for the Ge surface
at which the equivalent Si amount is incorporated by the
above method. Namely, ten portions of Si atoms (1 ML each)
are deposited with anneals at 600 °C after each deposition.
Figure 9 shows test XPS spectra taken after the sixth and
tenth cycles of growth. Comparing the two spectra, it is seen
that the Si 2p peak increases by 62% and the Ge 3d peak
decreases by 17%. As seen from the STM image of Fig. 8(c),
the top of the structure prepared by series of Si depositions
is much more uniform and smooth. The roughness analysis
[Fig. 8(d)] shows that the height distribution of this surface
can be reasonably fitted with a single Gaussian peak. Its width
is 2.60 nm, which is close to the height distribution width
for the surface Si-Ge alloy phase in Fig. 8(a) (2.67 nm). The
phase interpreted as originating from the Si clusters is absent
in Fig. 8(c). Therefore, the method allows us to incorporate
the whole Si amount (10 MLs) into the Ge interface more
efficiently. Moreover, the LEED demonstrates the (2 × 1) pattern for this surface. Thus, utilizing the interface-engineering
method, we are able to produce a crystalline Si-Ge interface
with tailored properties (with the increased Si amount and
lowered density of defects). Such an interface is a promising
candidate for a template for growing advanced high-k/Ge
systems. In the near future, systems with such a template will
be tested.

FIG. 9. XPS spectra for Ge/Si6×1ML /Ge and Ge/Si10×1ML /Ge
structures.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using LEED, STM, XPS, and photoelectron spectroscopy
using synchrotron radiation, the initial stages of formation
and structural and electronic properties of Si/Ge interfaces
produced at amounts of deposited Si atoms and different
substrate temperatures have been studied. At RT, the Si indiffusion below the top Ge layer does not occur, and the Ge
surface is covered by structureless Si islands breaking the
native (2 × 1) dimer-row reconstruction. Such an interface is
metastable, and upon annealing at 500 °C, thermally induced
transformation of Si/Ge is found. In particular, the Si atoms
diffuse below the top layer, while Ge atoms segregate on the
surface and restore the (2 × 1) dimer-row structure. After such
intermixing, the structure of buried Si-containing layer and
number of Si sites are dependent on the amount of deposited
Si atoms. For the 1-ML coverage, the Si atoms form the
homogeneous layer with equivalent bonding sites, resulting
in the highly crystalline Ge-(2 × 1)/Si1−x Gex /Ge(100) stack.
For the 4-ML coverage, the top of interface is still covered
with Ge-Ge dimers, while the number of bonding sites for the
indiffused Si atoms drastically increases, and the Si1−x Gex
alloy is found below the top Ge layer. It is found that on
such a surface, the Ge-Ge dimers are buckled, but the charge
state of dimer atoms and the electron charge transfer between
them are slightly different from those of the clean Ge surface,
which is explained by the donation of electron charge from
the neighboring indiffused Si atoms. The electronic structure
of these interfaces has to a large extent remained intact, since
it is strongly contributed by the Ge bulk. In particular, Fermi
level pinning is not affected by the deposition of 1-ML Si at
all, and only weak alleviation of this phenomenon occurs in
the case of 4-ML Si.
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Finally, on the basis of knowledge about the structural
and electronic properties and initial stages of formation
of Si/Ge structures, a method is proposed for the atomiclevel engineering of advanced Si/Ge interfaces with a high
degree of crystallinity and a relatively large amount of incorporated Si atoms, which can be a promising candidate
as templates for growing improved high-k/Ge junctions.
The Ge-(2 × 1)/Si10×1ML /Ge(100), a stack prepared by using this method, is compared with the standard Si/Ge

structure which is formed by the deposition of 10 MLs on
Ge(100), followed by the annealing. It is found that the
former stack, in contrast to the latter one, exhibits the longrange order and more homogeneous and smooth surface
morphology.
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